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Dairying is big business in the 

U. S. and should continue as a 

major source of agriculture*s 

income. The exploding popula-

tion and the expanding economies 

of nations throughout the world 

have provided the Dairy Indus-

try with unlimited marketing 

and development potentials, 

It is my hope that through the 

course of my studies, I can 

make a significant contribution 

to the Lairy Farming Industry 

December 11, 1973 

DAIRY 

BRAD BRAUNE 
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Since history began the progress of men and civilizations 

has been closely tied to how abundant their food supply was. A 

study of any group of people would show that their advancements 

were made when they had a large supply of food available. This 

gave them time away from hunting and gathering and a chance to 

explore and gain new knowledge. Even today the strongest nations 

are those which can obtain an abundance of food for their people. 

Milk is an important part of the food supply in many civi-

lizations. It is a remarkable combination of food elements and 

is more nearly perfect for man than any other natural food. Milk 

is delicious and appetizing as well as being healthful. A diet 

containing an adequate amount of milk can produce strong, healthy 

bodies and correct some dietary deficiencies. 

Dairying is the process by which milk is produced for human 

consumption. Dairy cows are well taken care of and bred for high 

quality production. The average dairy cow of today gives much 

more milk than would be required by her calf. The sole purpose 

Elwood M. Juergenson and W. P. Mortenson, Approved Prac-
tices in Dairying (Danville, 111., 1960), p. 11-12. 

1 
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of such an animal is to supply milk and its many by-products for 

people. Dairying is not only one of the basic agricultural indus-

tries, but is also a pleasant and satisfying way of life for 

thousands of people engaged in producing milk and milk products. 

Dairy farming in the United States varies with each state 

and region. Yet, all dairy farms have some of the same common 

goals, and basically the same characteristics. Dairy farming is 

a business operation and every successful dairy farmer must organ-

ize his resources of land, labor, capital, and management to 

achieve an efficient and profitable production unit. The producer 

strives to provide the market with a quality product which can 

be sold at a competitive price. This provides the dairyman with 

a reasonable return on his investment and a satisfactory income 
2 

for himself and his family. 

There are two basic types of dairies, those with sufficient 

land for grazing their herds, and those that house and feed their 

cattle continuously in a drylot situation. In a drylot dairy the 

2 
Richard L. Foley, Donald L. Bath, Frank N. Dickinson and 

H. Allen Tucker, Dairy Cattle; Principles, Practices, Problems, 
Profits (U.S., 1972), p. 3. " 
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cows are allotted to corrals for feeding and producing milk. Land 

area for the operation Ccin be relatively small, from three to 

thirty acres depending on the number of cows in the herd. In some 

drylot operations no forage is produced for grazing by the dairy 

herd. All feed is brought to the animals and fed in corral bunk-
3 

ers or in the barn during milking time. 

When crops are raised for the herd, the amount of land 

required is greater, but there are more advantages for the owner. 

Seasonal price variations of feed, particularly roughage, requires 

more speculation by the dairyman who purchases feed as needed. 

Also the risk is greater in maintaining a univorm feed supply. 

In order to realize the maximiam benefits of crop raising, 

the herd size must be limited according to the amount of land 

available for cultivation and the estimated annual production of 

feed per acre. By orgcinizing his resources of land and develop-

ment, an ambitious dairyman can achieve an efficient and profit-

able operation. 

3 Joel M. Hillin and Shannon E. Carpenter, Drylot Dairying 
in Texas (Texas A & M University), p. 3. 

4_, . , 
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Dairy cattle were apparently domesticated and used by 4 
mcin long before recorded history. Drawings of cows and of 
men milking them have been found among the relics of civili-
zation that grew up around the Mediterranean Sea as early as 
3,000 years before Christ. Cattle were also an important 
part of the life of the Swiss Lake Dwellers, according to 
relics found in their ruins. 

There are many references to cattle and to milk and its 
products in the Old Testament of the Bible. Cattle have been 
utilized for meat and milk, as well as for work animals, 
throughout the development of man. In Ancient Rome the 
keeping of cattle was a well-developed art, and one of our 
first type standards for dairy cattle is found in writings 
by Varro in the first century B.C., which were as follows: 
[Cows should be] "well made, sound, long and deep bodied, 
with long horns, broad forehead, large black eyes, hairy 
ears, close set jaws, flat noses, with the back gently slop-
ing downwards from broad high shoulders, wide nostrils, black 
muzzles, thick long necks, dewlaps hanging from the throat, 
a wide body well ribbed, a good rump, with tails handing down 
to their heels and the lower parts well covered with hair, 
legs rather short, straight knees wide apart and large, the 
feet not broad nor sounding as they go, the two parts of the 
hoof not spreading far apart, the different hoofs of the same 
size and small, the hide not rough nor hard to touch. In 
color black is preferable, the next red, the third pale, and 
the fourth white." 

While different from present concepts, the foregoing is 
as detailed as some of our current standards of excellence 
for dairy cattle. 

Although cattle have been kept for centuries, it has been 
only in modern times that tremendous progress in developing 
the dairy industry has occurred. 

The breeds which are predominant in America all origi-
nated in Europe and Great Britain. These cattle are referred 
to as Bos typicus, in contrast to Bos indicus, which is the 
name given the humped cattle of India cind the Far East. 
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At the time of the discovery of America, dairy cattle 
were an important part of the agriculture and life of the 
people in England and Westem Europe. 

There were no cattle in North America when Columbus 
arrived in 1492. In many instances, the first settlers 
did not bring cattle with them, and cows were among the 
first and most urgent requests made by colonists to their 
home ports. 

Most of the early imports were of mixed breeding. It 
was not until about the middle of the nineteenth century 
that the cattle which were the foundation of our present-day 
breeds were brought to this country and maintained as pure-
breds. Throughout the colonial period and until past the 
middle of the nineteenth century, dairying was limited to 
relatively small herds cared for by family labor. Management 
practices were at a level which we would consider poor today. 
The perishable nature of milk and the difficulty in trans-
porting it made large-scale dairy operations impractical. 

Probably the first examples of accumulating milk for 
manufacturing purposes were the co-operative efforts of 
neighboring farm families in pooling milk to make cheese. 
This was brought about by the relatively large amount of 
milk required in making satisfactory cheddar-type cheese. 
For many years, butter making was done on the farm where 
the milk was produced. 

Starting shortly after 1850, there were a number of 
significant developments and inventions which made possible 
the dairy industry as we know it today. These include the 
development of condensed milk by Borden, in 1856, the in-
vention of the centrifugal cream separator, in 187 8, the 
development of the Babcock test for fat, and the adaptation 
of pasteurization to milk. Mechanical refrigeration, homoge-
nization, and modern packaging and transportation were also 
important.^ 

5 
Richard F. Davis, Modem Dairy Cattle Management (Englewood, 

Cliffs, N. J., 1962), pp. 1-3. 

L! 
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Current Status of Dairy Farming 

The American farmer is unsurpassed in the efficiency with 

which he has provided food, fiber, and other agricultural products 

for the population of the United States, and through exports, for 

people in many other parts of the world. In 1820 one farmworker 

supplied himself and three other people. In 1920, the number had 

increased to 8.3 persons. During the next 30 years, the figure 

increased at a relatively constant rate to 15.5 persons in 1950. 

Since then, the rate of progress has been even more rapid with 

each farmworker supplying 26 persons in 1960 and 4 3 people in 

1969.^ 

Dairy farming, like all other agricultural enterprises, is 

undergoing major changes and adjustments at a rapid rate. Better 

breeding, feeding and management of cows has increased the quality 

of milk production. This element of change is not new. It has 

been changing continually from its earliest beginnings. 

In 1890, total U.S. milk production was 45 billion 
pounds. It increased to 70 billion in 1920 and to 120 

Ibid., p. 6. 
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billion in 1945. U.S. milk production reached an all-time 
peak of 127 billion pounds in 1964, and since that time it 
has been decreasing each year. Since the U.S. population 
continued to increase, the total supply of milk decreased 
from approximately 9 00 pounds per capita at the end of 
World War II to less than 600 pounds in 1968. 

The number of milking cows on farms (as of January 1) 
increased from 15.0 million in 1890 to 21.5 million in 1920 
and reached an all-time high of 27.8 million in 1945. Since 
1958 the U.S. cow population has been declining each year, 
dropping to 15 million in 1967 and to 14 million in 1969. 
The 1969 figure is approximately 33% below the average cow 
population for the period 1957-59, a decrease which is much 
greater than the drop in total miik production, 

This, of course, means that there has been a substantial 
increase in annual milk yield per cow. In 1920, the average 
cow in the United States produced approximately 4000 pounds 
of milk in a year. In 1945, the figure was slightly less 
than 5000 pounds. Ten years later, annual milk production 
per cow was approximately 6000 pounds. Average production 
per cow in 1969 was 40% higher than in 1958 or 9158 pounds 
per year. Thus, during the period 1958 to 1969 total U.S. 
milk production declined about 6%; cow numbers declined 32%, 
but average production per cow increased 40% because U.S. 
dairymen are doing a better job of breeding, feeding, and 
managing better cows.^ 

Future Status of Dairy Farming 

In an effort to present the future outlook for dairying in 

the United States it is necessary to study dairying in the past. 

7 
Ibid., pp. 6-7. 
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The trends which were evident in a previous decade provide some 

basis for forecasting what is likely to happen in the following 

decade. 

The prediction of future trends in dairying found in the 

following paragraphs is based on three basic assumptions. 

First, the trends which were evident in the 1960s will 
continue in the 19 70s and 19 80s. Secondly, it is assumed 
that the U.S. economy will continue to grow at a healthy 
rate experiencing neither uncontrollable inflation nor a 
serious recession. The third assumption presumes that 
current conflicts in various parts of the world will be 
contained at present or lower levels of violence and that 
the cold war between the Communist nations and the United 
States and its allies will not erupt into World War III. 

It is predicted that in 19 80 there will be only 200,000 
commercial dairy farms in the United States as compared with 
400,000 at the present time. The number of milking cows is 
expected to decline to 9 million head in 19 80. However, the 
U.S. average annual milk yield per cow will probably increase 
from 9200 pounds in 1970 to 12,000 pounds or more in 1980. 
Despite this higher level of milk production per head, the 
reduction in the number of milking cows will lower total U.S. 
milk production to less than 110 billion pounds by 1980. 

As a result of the reduction in the number of dairy farms, 
the average size of dairy herds will continue to increase. 
A Michigan economist predicts that by 19 80 herds with fewer 
than 30 milking cows will have virtually disappeared in that 
state and the number of herds with more than 50 cows will 
double. He also forecasts that total annual milk production 
per farm in Michigan will increase from approximately 2 85,000-
pounds in 1969 to more than 600,000 pounds in 19 80. 

While 70% of all Michigan cows were housed in stanchion 
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barns in 196 8, it is expected that this percentage will 
decrease to less than 20% in 1980. The trend toward free 
stall housing noted in the 1960s will continue with 40% 
of the cow population housed in free stall, open lot systems 
by 19 80. Mciny of the new housing systems will be equipped 
with liquid manure systems. 

To obtain the economies and efficiencies of mechanized 
harvesting and feeding of roughages, it is expected that 
dairymen in the 1970s will do less pasturing of the milking 
herd, make less hay, and depend mostly on silage and haylage 
for storing forage crops. 

In an effort to solve current labor problems, some dairy 
farmers will expand their operations to include between 400 
and 500 milking cows, and each man will handle more cows. 
By assigning the members of the labor force to specialized 
tasks as milkers, feeders, relief men, and foremen, it is 
expected that the resulting increased efficiency and produc-
tivity of the entire operation will enable the owner or 
operator to pay higher wages and provide more desirable work-
ing hours. 

Dairying in Texas 

Some consideration must be given to understanding dairy 

practices in the area of this facility. The trend for fewer and 

larger dairies has caused a noticeable change in the dairies of 

all regions, but especially the South. In Texas there has been 
9 

a larger growth in dairying than any other southem state. 

^lbid., pp. 16-17. 
9 
Paul M. Reaves and C. W. Peagram, Southern Dairy Farming, 
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The dairy industry has continued to increase rapidly in the 
South in recent years. More acres are now devoted to improved 
pastures and other feed crops than was the situation a few 
years ago. Better dairy cattle are being developed in this 
area than formerly. Some of the outstanding dairy herds of 
this country are located in the southern states. 

A longer growing season and a climate more suitable to 
livestock are important factors in dairy development in the 
South. 

Industry is moving South and the population is increasing 
in the towns and cities. This means expanded markets for 
milk and dairy products. Large quantities of fluid milk, 
butter, cheese, and condensed milk are still being shipped 
into the south. Transportation costs on these items amount 
to a large figure. Fresh milk has a better flavor than milk 
shipped a great distance. These factors give southern far-
mers cin advantage.-'-̂  

With the current level of milk production in the U.S. at a 

record low, Texas offers excellent conditions for new dairy 

operations. More milk must be produced to meet the rising demands 

and Texas will provide many of the new dairies for production of 

this milk. 

•'•^lbid., p. 22. 
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Site Requirements 

Location 

The dairy farm is going to be the horae for the owner and 

his family. The location should have most of the facilities 

required for the dairy operation and for family living as well. 

These include all-weather roads, electricity, telephone, water, 

supplies, adequate maintenance services, churches, schools med-

ical and veterinary services, and recreation opportunities. 

The quality of the land is a primary factor in selecting 

the site. There should be approximately 400 or more acres of 

good quality crop land, The topography should allow for irriga-

tion and disposal of up to 300 gallons of water per cow per day. 

The drainage must not erapty into public water or a pond acces-

sible to the cows. 

The dairy barn facilities should be located on the highest 

and best drained area of the site, yet still be easily access-

ible. The water and raanure disposal systeras require a series of 

sloping alleys and ramps, therefore, a site gently sloping from 

the location of access would be most desireable. 
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Approximately 26,000 gallons of water are needed per day 

for the dairy operation, The best source of water would be from 

a deep well systera, The well mwst be able to provide a minimum 

of 13,000 gallons per hour, 

Other factors to consider include the availability of labor 

and hired help, and the abundance of feed for the cattle, 

The hay and silage requireraents are to be supplied complete-

ly by the irrigated cropland. All other grain and concentrate 

requirements are purchased as needed, 

The facility is a family dairy owned and operated by an 

individual, with approximately 10 full-tirae eraployees. It is a 

dry-lot dairy systera housing the cows year-round in a cold barn 

environraental systera. The dairy is located in north central 

Texas in Erath County, It contains approxiraately 676 acres of 

the Grand Prarie section. 

449 Acres of irrigated cropland 

127 Acres of rangeland 

Located approxiraately three miles southwest of Hicô, Texas, 

the 676 acre tract is bordered on the north by the Bosque River, 
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Water required by the operation will be provided by the river, 

deep wells, and by a 30 acre flood control lake established by 

the Department of Agriculture. 

The irrigated cropland is cultivated by contract, The in-

vestment in farm machinery and facilities is not feasable for 

this type of operation, 

Geographical Characteristics 

Mean annual precipitation: 30" ( with 18" in warm season) 

Mean annual temperature: 66° p, 

Mean annual humidity: 6 A,M. - 80% 

6 P.M. - 47% 

Mean length of warra season: 240 days 

Mean annual possible sunshine: 65% 

Percentage frequencies of wind direction: January 
15% from north 
20% from south 
10% from s,s.e. 
10% from n.n.w. 

Sun Angles: 

June 
8 A.M. - alt, 309 

azmuth 68° E of F* 

April 
12% from north 
20% from south 
10% from s,s,e. 
13% from s.e. 

March December 
8 A.M. - alt. 24° alt,-9° 

azmuth 71°E of S azmuth 54° 
E of S 
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June 

1 P.M. Alt. 72' 
Azmuth 50'' W of S 

6 P.M. Alt. 25 
Azmuth 71 W of S 

March 

Alt. 52^ 
Azmûth 24° W of S 

Alt. 19^ 
Azmûth 70° W of S 

14 

December 

Alt. 33° 
Ázmuth 16° \\ ôf S 

Alt. 14° 
Azrauth 72° W of S 

m. .^seå 
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The most important part of a dairy operation is the milking 

process. This is the payoff for the entire facility. Harvesting 

the milk crop occurs twice daily, even though the secretion of 

milk is a continuous process. 

The milking operation accounts for approximately 55% of the 

total labor involved in dairying. This is more than any other 

single chore on the dairy farm. It would be advisable to give 

the milking operation major consideration when planning the facil-

ities. 

To do a good job of milking a cow, it is necessary to under-

stand how she operates. For milk to be removed from the cow's 

udder, she must be stimulated. This is controlled by a neuro-

hormonal reflex called milk ejection. The nerves in the skin of 

the teat are sensitive to touch and temperature. When the udder 

is stimulated, nerve impulses pass through the spinal cord to the 

brain. The nerve impulses from the brain stimulate the posterior 

•'""'"Folet, et__al., Dairy Cattle, p. 390. 
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pituitary gland to discharge oxytocin. The blook stream carries 

this hormone to the myo-epithelial cells which surround the alveoli 

in the udder. These muscle-like cells contract and force the milk 

into the gland cistern where it can be extracted. Excitement or 

pain will cause a different hormone to be excreted. This second 

hormone, called epinephrine, overcomes the action of oxytocin and 

12 stops the "let down" of milk. When planning milking procedures 

and parlor facilities, it is extremely important to remember that 

the cows must stay calm for the entire process. Since the milk 

ejection is controlled by stimulation, it is possible to charm the 

cows. Handling the cows properly and providing comfortable sur-

roundings can directly affect milk production. 

Good milking practices accomplish the following; 

(1) Keep the cows calm 

(2) Set a routine of regular milking intervals. A cow is a 

creature of habit. A regular routine will help keep her calm. 

Any variations might cause excitement and a reduction in milk 

•'•^lbid. , p. 391. 

^ 
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"let down" 

(3) Fast, gentle, and efficient milking. The effects of the 

oxytocin (milk let-down hormone) lasts no longer than 6 to 8 

minutes. Complete milking must be down in this amount of time. 

(4) Use of sanitary procedures and equipment 

13 

(5) Efficient use of labor. 

The accepted standard length for lactation is 305 days. 

This 10-month lactation with calving at 12-month intervals has 
14 

been considered the "ideal" for many years. 

Between the lO-month lactation periods, cows should be given 

15 
a rest period of 6 to 8 weeks. This is the "dry period." 

Dry cows and lactating cows require several different 

rations of feed according to their production of milk and age. 

Feeding variations require that the cows be separated. There are 

4 of these groups that are in lactation and require milking. 

-'•"̂ lbid. , p. 390. 

Ibid., p. 132. 

15 
Ibid., p. 386. 
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These are: 

(1) all first calf heifers 

(2) all fresh cows in their first 2 months; and high produc-

ers 

(3) medium producers 

(4) low producers (mostly in late lactation) 

These cows account for approximately 300 of the total 560 

cow herd. The four groups are made up of approximately 75 cows 

each. Each group is milked separately in order to keep accurate 

records on each cow and return them as a group to the housing 

facility. It tcikes approximately 4 hours to milk all 300 cows, 

one hour for each group of 75. The two milkings per day with a 

clean up and maintenance period can be handled in two eight hour 

shifts. Each shift consists of two full-time milkers working 5 

days per week. A part time crew is employed for two days each 

week, for a total of 8 milking hands. All four crews follow the 

same schedule and procedure. 

MMÍMaiÉÍÍ 
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1 A.M. 

P o u r tearas of two raerabers e a c h . 

7 A.M. t o 3P.H 

5 P.M. t o 1 A.M 

TEAM 1 

TEAM 

This schedule is continued 7 days per week, every day of 

the year, The maintenance period is a necessity for autoraated 

railking systeras. Moving a large rotary pl^tform, plus 300 cows 

around the parlor, twice a day, is bound to cause sorae wear. 

A breakdown of one part can stop the entire milking operation 

until it is repaired. Regular raaintenance of the systera is 

needed in order to prevent costly losses in terras of milk pro-

duction. 
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Spaces 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Milking Spaces, Equipment and Systems 

holding pen 

preparation stalls 

milking parlor 

office 

5. bulk milk storage 

6. mechanical space 

7. toilet 

Equipment 

1. automatic crowd gate 

2. automatic preparation stalls 

3. rotary tandem milking parlor 

4. automatic reflex arm milking units 

5. bulk storage tank and milk handling equipment 

6. vacuum pumps 

7. water heating and treatment equipment 

8. control panels for all automatic equipment 

iMiMÉa ^k£ .-ía 
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Outline for Milking System 

1. Cows leave the housing facility at scheduled times in 

groups of approximately 75. 

2. Cows are directed through a systems of lanes and gates 

to the holding area. 

3. Cows are held in the holding area by an automatic crowd 

gate. The crowd gate forces them into the preparation stalls. 

4. Three prep stalls automatically wash, soak and rinse each 

cow's udder in 30 second cycles. The wash and rinse cycles use 

warm water and are coordinated to mix detergent and sanitizing 

solutions for cleanliness and preparation. 

5. Eveiry 48 seconds the prep stalls automatically release 

one of the three cows to step onto the rotating platform. 

6. The teats are dried with a paper towel and 1 or 2 streams 

of milk is drawn from each quarter into a strip cup. This milk 

is higher in bacteria and is tested for abnormalities. If masti-

tis or any other abnormality is indicated, the cow is removed to 

the treatment area where she can be milked separately and treated 

for 2uiy ailment. 
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7. The milking unit is applied within 30 to 60 seconds after 

leaving the prep stall since effective levels of oxytocin remain 

in the blood stream for only 6 to 8 minutes. 

8. The cow is on the rotating platform for 8 minutes. Dur-

ing this time the operator observes each cow's health and general 

condition. Production records are kept on each cow from the in-

formation collected during milking time. The records are neces-

sary for grouping cows according to ration needs. 

9. When the milk flow stops, the reflex arm automatically 

removes the milking unit and raises it up and out of the way. The 

teats are then dipped in an antiseptic solution for control of 

infection. 

10. The cow is released at the exit, steps off the platform, 

and another cow takes her place. 

11. Cows are directed back through the lanes to the housing 

facility. During this time the second group of cows has been 

released to enter the holding pen. The system is continued until 

16 
all of the 4 groups have been milked. 

-'-̂ lbid., pp. 466-472 
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Criteria for all Spaces and 
Equipment Components of 
Milking System 

560 total head of cattle 

300 milking cows 

average milk produced/cow/day = 45 Ib. 

total milk produced/day = 13,500 Ib. 

4 groups; 75 cows each 

Holding Area 

The holding area is an important closely related part of 

the dairy layout. Its purpose is to hold the cows so they will 

move quickly in an orderly manner into the milking parlor. The 

efficiency of the milking parlor is of no value if the holding 

pen is not designed properly. 

1. not too large; no more than 14 to 16 square feet/cow 

2. limited to 75 cows (the group number that can be milked 

in one hour) 

3. preferred long and narrow (rather than square) to funnel 

cows into the parlor 

4. Holding lanes just prior to entrance are advisable (36" 

" ^ ^ • • • ' -
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wide) to allow 2 or 3 cows to line up. (8 4" for each cow) 1 lane 

for each prep stall 

5. avoid facing a cow towards a solid wall; automatic crowd 

gate to maintain consistent flow of cows into parlor 

6. floor surface paved and easy to clean; no slick surfaces; 

(prefer grooved or w/carborundum particles on surface) 

7. floor is a continuous slope at 4% from parlor entrance 

(height of platform) to rear drain; cows instinctively face up 

the slope; aids cleaning and flushing system 

8. avoid steps, steep ramps, and sharp turns at parlor 

entrance 

9. consider catch pen exits for cows requiring treatment; 

2 or 3 cow capacity (14 to 16 square feet/cow) 

10. allow man entrances (13" to 14" wide) for operator con-

venience at parlor entrances, exits, etc. 

11. consider psychological aspects of holding area; must be 

a pleasant area for cows as it is immediately prior to prepara-

tion for milking. 

12. containing walls and/or fences must be at least 4' 8 1/2" 

.JIHk^MMÉMi^ta 
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in height from floor to top rail with an 18 to 2 4" curb for con-

taining wash water (curb preferably concrete) 

13. catch pens should have access from holding pen, parlor 

exit, and lane leading to housing (minimum--4' wide) 

14. circular holding area may be used with a swinging crowd 

gate that pivots from a center post 

15. fly control oil dispensers may be located at entrances to 

the holding lanes 

16. If a conventional rectangular holding area is used, the 

automatic crowd gate should pivot at the top to allow cows to 

enter as the gate is held open. The gate can then be dropped and 

moved forward to crowd cows toward entrance. 

17. Crowd gate should be ruggedly constructed in order to 

withstand impact from cows, yet be safe to prevent injuries. May 

. . 17 
be constructed of galvanized pipe or other similar materials. 

17 
Babson Bros., Dairy Research Service, 7th edition (Oak 

Brook, 111., 1970), pp. 36, 38, 40. 

M i i a i M d u a a ^ - -•-••.>. - -.» á-tiM 
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Preparation Stalls 

Proper pre-milking stimulation is the first and a most 

important step in the milking operation. Thorough washing and 

massaging of the udder is the most successful method. Done 

manually, it is time consuming and is often neglected by dairy-

men. For these reasons, automatic prep stalls are used prior 

18 to entering the milking parlor. 

1. No. of stalls - 3 

Individual stalls: 

10' long 

37" wide 

6' high 

Group stalls: 

34" (center to center) 

2. Allow enough space between prep stalls and milker stalls 

to allow proper turning room for cows and for necessary automatic 

front gate closing switch. 

-'•̂ lbid., pp. 42-43. 
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3. 50 P.S.I. pressure at the spray nozzles recommended. 

4. 3 nozzle "T" type spray assembly—requires 5.8 gal/minute; 

3 cycles of 30 sec. each; 8.7 gal/cow required 

(a) detergent wash 

(b) soak 

(c) rinse 

5. 110°F water recommended for proper stimulation 

6. A separate, fast recovery hot water heater is recommended 

for the prep stalls. 

7. Stalls should be of rugged tabular steel to withstand the 

impact and stress of large cows, yet promote easy cleaning. 

8. Gates are remotely controlled to open and close automati-

cally. 

9. Finishes should be durable to withstand corrosion from 

water and cleaning chemicals. 

10. Powerized gates allow safety control to avoid accidental 

injury to cows. 

11. Provide some type of splash guard to confine the water 

spray. 

- "VÊåMí^ ' . ̂ ^ .*. .::«iX t^S^^Æ 
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12. This area should not be subject to any cold temperatures 

or drafts. 

• " ^ - " ' • " • " — ^ • - - - * " i;im 
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Milking Parlor 

The milking parlor is the nucleus and focal point of the 

dairy system. It should be functional yet attractive. The 

appearance can affect the pride that the owner and the hired help 

take in doing their job. Public relations are also important. 

Visitors are quick to relate the image of the milking parlor to 

the quality of the milk they drink. 

The parlor should be an integral part of the dairy system. 

19 Its location can determine the pattern for the entire system. 

1. Parlor should be located for easy access to roads and to 

the rest of the farm. 

2. A direct or separate lane with a circular drive would 

aid bulk milk transport pick up and avoid having to back up. 

3. Location should be well drained. 

4. Parlor houses a fully automated rotary tandem system: 

(a) No. of stalls - 10 

(b) No. of milking units - 10 

(c) No. of operators - 2 

•'•̂ lbid. , pp. 36, 56-57 
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(d) Avg. total cows milked/hr* - 75 

(e) Avg. Ibs. of milk produced/operator/hr* - 844 

(f) Diameter of circular system: 28' outside edge 

(g) Individual stalls: 8'4" long, 4'0" wide 

(h) Requires 8 min./revolution. Allow minimum clearance 

between rotating platform and wall. 

(i) Automatic platform washer spray washes stall equip-

ment at each revolution. 

5. Platform should be elevated 28" to 36" above operator's 

floor. Beveled curb on cow platform to prevent slip-off. 

6. Steps may be used at entrance to parlor. Risers 5" to 6" 

with 16" to 22" treads. Ramps should be used for exit (no steps) 

max. Slope 2" to 1' span. 

7. Floors designed for drainage slope all floors 1/4" per 

foot towards drains or gutters. 

8. All floors of work area and stalls should be a non-slip 

finish. 

*Figures based on a capable operator using good milking 
practices and with a daily avg. of 45 Ib./cow/day. 

a 
• - . : •• • . * • 
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9. Interior walls—smooth, non-porous surfaces, washable, 

and light colored. 

10. A pipe railing 36" above the floor and 4" from walls will 

help protect painted surfaces where cows pass. 

11. Ramps must have cleats or grooves every 18". 

12. Doors (for cows): 36" openings, straight-in; 42" openings, 

when tuming. Self-closing doors recommended. 

13. The parlor should provide a minimum of 1 sq. ft, of glass 

area per 10 sq. ft. of floor area; natural light is preferred. 

14. Each cow's udder should be lighted. 

15. The parlor should be kept at 72°F, insulated, ventilated, 

and well lighted. 

16. Layout should provide easy and efficient access to milk-

ing equipment, panel for automatic machinery, office area, and 

milk room. 

17. The two operators should be able to observe as the cows 

enter and exit. 

18. Provide an observation area where visitors can watch 

without interfering and the manager can oversee. 
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19. The milking parlor should provide pleasant surroundings 

in which to work, as over 50% of all labor is in this area. 

Miscellaneous Considerations 

When the parlor and holding areas are combined as one, it 

helps if the cows can see the activity in the parlor to keep them 

from being surprised, as when a door is opened suddenly to a 

more brightly-lit parlor area. Better visibility is also achieved 

and it helps in the clean-up process. When these two areas are 

joined, exit lanes can be included in the same structure. This 

eliminates exit doors, permits better visibility of cows exiting 

and reduces clean-up time. Outside and separate walled exit 

lanes usually require manual cleaning. 

If natural light is used, windows on the south side of the 

parlor are adviseable. The low winter sun produces heat in the 

parlor and helps dry the floors. 
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Milk Room 

This area is adjacent to the milking parlor and is used to 

store the milk. It should have space for all equipment and 

20 adequate clearances around the bulk storage tank. 

1. Suggested floor space: minimum clearances between bulk 

tcink and equipment or wall—24" from rear, end, and side of the 

tank; 36" from the outlet valve and front side. 

2. Capacity of storage tank: tank must hold milk from 3 

milkings for everyday pick-up during periods of peak production. 

300 cows @ 60 Ibs. p/day (peak prod.) = 18,000 Ibs. @ 3 milkings 

= 54,000 Ibs. 54,000 Ibs. @ 8 Ibs. /gal = 6,750 gal. 

3. A "bulk head" (through the wall) milk storage tank may be 

used. This reduces the space requirements for the milk room 

since the majority of the tank can protrude into a utility or 

other area. 

4. A vestibule may be used between milk room and milking 

parlor. If not, a tight, self-closing door, opening out into 

20 
"Dairy Equipment Plans and Housing Needs," Midwest Plan 

Service (Ames, lowa, 1963) , pp. 12-13. 

í^-^«iM 
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parlor is required. All other doors must open out from the milk 

room so that flies and dirt are pushed away from the openings. A 

vestibule or antiroom may be provided for doors opening into a 

toilet. Access to the milk room should also provide a way to 

install and remove a bulk tank. 

5. Floors should slope 1/4"/ft. towards drains. All floor 

must surfaces within 12' of a floor drain. Non-slip floor finish 

required. Avoid drains in traffic areas, Floor and wall junc-

tions should be rounded or coved to facilitate cleaning. 

6. The level of the tank should be lower than the parlor. 

This allows the milk to flow by gravity directly into the bulk 

tank. 

7. Natural light is preferred in the parlor area. A reason-

able amount is 10% of the total floor area. 

8. Clesuiing the bulk tank requires fixtures to be located to 

provide light on the inside of the tank. 

9. Provide a concrete loading platform, or slab on grade, 

(approx. 4' x 8') convenient to the service drive. Provide a 

self-closing hose port for bulk pick-up trucks. It should be far 

'•'»• "•'^^-'^•'^*'^^.^^™^-''^—^- -- - • ' • ^ : - — - - « ^ i M l 
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enough off the floor to permit the hose to be started through the 

port without touching the floor. 

10. As in the milking parlor, wall finishes should be easy 

to clean, light-colored, and non-porous. 

11. Ceiling height—7'6" or more recommended. 

k 
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Mechanical and Electrical Equipment 

Provisions should be made for housing the vacuum pumps, 

electric panel, heating plant, refrigeration units, water treat-

ment units, hot water heaters, cind fuel storage. An emergency 

electric generator should also be provided in this area. All 

equipment should be easily accessible from the milk room and 

the milking parlor. The cirea should be large enough to permit 

21 convenient inspection and servicing of the equipment. 

Shelves and storage space should be provided for storing 

spare parts and supplies. Supplies include cleaning and sani-

tizing chemicals along with disposable towels and milk cups. 

The entire milking system is washed-in-place. The vacuum 

circulation is injected with air which causes a violent brushing 

action. The milk pumps are used to circulate the wash and rinse 

waters. 

The bulk tank is cleaned by inserting spray tubes into the 

ends or top of the tank with a high velocity pump spraying the 

inside of the tank with cleaning and sanitizing solutions. 

^•'•Ibid. , p. 12. 
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Toilet Facilities 

A wash room with hand washing facilities, toilet, and 

22 

optional shower should be included in the milking plant. 

1. Cannot open directly into milk room but may open into a 

vented vestibule. May open into milking parlor. May open into 

utility room. 

2. Provide: 

(a) 1 lavatory 

(b) 1 toilet 

(c) 1 urinal 

3. Locker room 

(a) 1 shower 

(b) 12 lockers for employees 

^^lbid., p. 472. 
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Office 

Keeping records of milk production, breeding and calving 

dates, feed and labor costs, etc., are vital to maintain a profit-

able dairy. The office is not a luxury. It should serve as an 
23 orientation point and control center for the dairy. 

1. A desk and storage space for records is necessary. 

2. The records should be easily accessible from the working 

or parlor area. 

3. A system is needed for inter-communication between the 

office, parlor, milk room, feed processing center, housing, hos-

pital and manure processing center. Visual communication is 

needed and may be provided by orientation or closed circuit tele-

vision. 

4. An observation area is necessary for visitors wishing to 

see the milking operation. The observation of the milking pro-

cedure must not disturb or interfere with the operators or cows. 

^^lbid., p. 473. 
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Housinq Area 

The principal functions of any system of housing dairy 

cattle are: 

1. to provide a healthy, comfortable environment for the 

cows; 

2. to provide desirable working conditions for the men; 

3. to comply with applicable sanitary codes; 

4. to integrate the housing with the feeding, milking, and 

manure handling systems.^^ 

There are several housing systems currently in use. While 

they all possess some common characteristics, they differ primar-

ily in two respects: 

1. the degree of protection afforded the cows and men from 

inclement weather; 

2. the cimount and kind of ventilation required. 

Cold Barn Environmental System 

A self-contained system, combining all basic facilities in 

^^lbid., pp. 452-458. 
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an uninsulated structure. Ideal for moderate to slightly cold 

climates, providing year around protection for cows and operators 

with average building investment. Allows for conventional or 

liquid manure handling. Depends mainly on natural ventilation. 

Adaptation to hot and dry climates is possible. 

War-m Barn Environmental System 

A completely enclosed and self-contained system in an in-

sulated structure. Provides year around protection but requires 

a mechcinical ventilation system. May be adapted to hot climates 

with air conditioning. It is usually not economically feasible 

unless the average minimum daily temperature is 5° or below for 

the 120 day winter period. 

Roofed Corral Systems 

This system is usually adapted to hot and dry climates 

where minimum protection is needed. Facilities range from unin-

sulated barns, shed structures, to simple shale roofs for pro-

tection against heat stress. All housing opens to corrals that 

may be paved or unpaved depending on rainfall and method of 

L 
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manure disposal. 

Due to the location of this dairy operation and the yearly 

fluctuations of temperature, the most appropriate housing system 

is the "cold" barn environmental system. With this type of hous-

ing a number of stall arrangements are available. The most com-

mon and well known types are: 

1. Stanchion stalls 

The cow is confined in her stall at all times. A 

portable milking unit is used for milking. The overall 

investments are higher and manual labor is required. 

This system is not recommended when a milking parlor is 

desired. 

2. Free stalls 

This system provides each cow in the herd with a 

stall which she may enter or leave as she pleases. The 

individual resting areas result in cleaner cows, less 

incidence of stepped-on teats and fewer udder problems. 

Bedding requirements are 60 to 80% less than conventional 

stanchion or loafing barn methods, and space requirements 

• '--•-•.'' . ^ '- i . « * » i 
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are only 50 sq. ft. per cow compared to 60 to 80 sq. ft. 

in the other barn types. 

3. Gang stainchions 

Similar to standard stanchion except they are con-

trolled by a lever which secures or releases all cows 

simultaneously. A milking parlor may be used with this 

method. 

4. Tie stalls 

Cows are secured by a chain fastened to a leather 

neck strap. Cows are allowed more freedom of movement 

with this method. 

5. Comfort stalls 

Comfort stalls provide a maximum of cow comfort. The 

dimensions are greater and the cow bed is adjustable. 

With this system, as in stanchion and tie stalls, the 

cows must be provided with individual water and feed 

devices. 

The advantages of free stall housing makes it the logical 

choice for this cold barn environmental system. In addition to 

" ^ . - • • - • • • - ' - — " • - — — - - -• 
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cleaner cows, and reduced bedding costs, the feeding facilities 

are located inside. This eliminates weather problems and allows 

greater consumption of finer quality feed. Increased milk produc-

tion, better breeding and culling practices and easier herd man-

agement are also benefits of this system. 

Criteria for all Spaces and 
Components of Housing 
Facility 

560 head of cattle 

Cattle are divided into groups according to feed consump-

tion: 

1. First calf heifers (75) 

2. All fresh cows for first 2 months and high 

producers (75) 

3. Medium producers (75) 

4. Low producers (mostly in late lactation) (75) 

5. Dry cows (65) 

6. Springing heifers (75) 

Other cattle: 

7. Calves 

• - - --
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(a) Milk fed calves—4 days to 6 weeks— 

must be housed individually (54) 

(b) Weaning to 3 months— 

pens of 5-10 calves each (22) 

(c) 3 months to 9 months— 

housed in free stall method (22) 

(d) 9 months to breeding age (22) 

Total 560 

Groups 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 all require standard free stall 

housing. Group 7, requires individual calf stalls for each calf. 

Group 7, B is divided into 4 pens holding 5 or 6 calves each. 

Free stall arrangement may be implemented. Groups 7,C and 7,D 

should be housed in a free stall arrangement similar to mature 

cows. This helps in eventual housing as mature cows, 

An estimate of the building size can be made by allowing 

50 sq. ft. per cow requiring a free stall. This is a minimum 

area only and will be further explained. 

1. 560 cows X 50 sq. ft. /cow = 28,000 sq. ft. (This is for 

bedding area only.) 

l i H . M r i i a f a f a ^ . . .. •^---rrr~ • ,. •• fh*.* 
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2. Number of stalls: 

One for each mature cow plus 10% for flexibility 

3. Size of stalls: (mature cows) 

If the stall is too narrow it will be uncomfortable 

and will discourage use. Too wide a stall will permit smaller 

cows to tum around in the stall. Length should only be long 

enough to allow comfort when the cow is lying down and short 

enough to prevent droppings inside the stall. 

Cows Width* Length** 

large cows (1300-1600 Ibs.) 4'to 4'2" 7'2" to 7'6" 

young cows (900 to 1300 Ibs.) 3'8" to 4' 6'8" to 7'2" 

heifers 3'4" to 3'8" 6' to 6'6" 

calves 24" to 2 8" 3'8" to 4' 

4. Dividers between cows: 

42" to 48" above curb line. (Solid dividers are not 

recommended, as they reduce ventilation and cow comfort.) 

*Center to center 

**From head bocird to outer curb 

i ^ u • i ~«Mrii 
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5. Front partitions should prevent forward movement of cows. 

6. A 6" wide curb at the rear of each stall holds the bedding 

and provides cin edge for cleaning. Height of the curb should be 

cibout 10" . Top surface of the curb should be beveled slightly 

to prevent sharp edges. 

7. A neck bar should be located over the partitions between 

stalls. It should be approximately 20" from the front of the 

stall. The adjustable bar helps to train cows to back out of the 

stall when getting up. It is not permanent and is removed after 

the cows are properly trained. 

8. Width of service alley: 

12' to 15' between stalls and feed bunk. 9' to 12' 

between stall rows. 

9. Floor should be non-slip concrete (4" to 5" thick) at a 

slope of 4% in the direction of mcinure movement. 

10. Waterers should not be placed near stalls without proper 

solid partitions. If bedding is wet, cows will become stained 

and be uncomfortable. 

11. Stalls must be made of a quality material: Carbon steel 

L,it.é^ÍM 
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tubing (1 5/8" minimum) with epoxy enamel finish preferred. (Safe, 

durable, economical) Wood is bulky when built heavy enough. 

(Will splinter and break under impact) Iron pipe bends too easily, 

and channel iron has sharp corners and is difficult to clean. 

12. Calf stalls and pens 

Individual calf pens should be elevated with slotted 

floors. This allows moisture to drain away. Pens should be 

clean and dry, with light and ventilation. Partitions should be 

solid on three sides to prevent drafts. Front panel should be 

removable for cleaning purposes. 

width - 4' length - 6' 

partitions - 4' high 

Group pens for weaned calves should provide 30 sq. ft. per calf 

and be square shaped. Each calf pen should have a small hay 

rack (2 4" square) and a feed box 8" x 10" x 6" deep. Top of the 

box should be 20" off floor. A water pail should be available 

to each calf. 

13. Ideal temperature in the calf bam in 50°F. 

14. Bedding requirements 

'J • — • • .,-a 
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Each cow requires 8 to 10 Ibs per day of bedding. 

15. Storage requirements for bedding 

(a) wt. per cu. ft.: 8 to 12 Ibs. 

(b) storage space per ton: 175-250 cu. ft. (avg. 200) 

16. Lighting requirements 

100 watts to 500 sq. ft. of floor space is recommended. 

17. Ventilation 

Good ventilation is essential to prevent frosting and 

condensation problems in cold, uninsulated housing. The problem 

of moisture control in free stall housing is difficult because of 

the greater evaporation of free water from manure and urine on 

the large floor areas of free stall units, and because of the 

lack of heat production in the housing unit while the cows are in 

the holding lot or milking parlor. 

Large fluctuations of temperature are undesirable, as 

it will cause decreases in milk production. Temperatures should 

stay between 40° and 60°F during the colder months, and stay 

under 75°F during the summer. 

18. Orientation of the housing unit 

L d l i m « É i B H Í ^ .. —^.-'—^- . - - « . ^ - i l 
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(a) Door openings should face away from prevailing winds. 

(b) Arrange for minimum travel time to milking facility. 

(c) Consider effect of sun to take advantage of radiant 

heat and natural light. 

(d) Consider wind direction to aid in ventilation require-

ments. 

(e) Arrange for minimum movement of feed bedding and 

other materials. 

[i. 
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Hospital and Maternity Facilities 

An isolated area should be provided in the dairy systems for 

treatment of sick cows, breeding, clipping, and vaccinating. Com-

bining the m a t e m i t y stalls with this treatment area allows versa-

2 8 
tility and convenience for veterinary services. 

Treatment Areas 

Provide special treatment stalls: 

No. of stalls - 1 for every 20 cows 

Size - 2'6" wide 

4'0" long 

4'0" high partitions 

Chain lock at rear of cow 

Same rugged construction necessary as in free stalls. 

A "holding run" may be utilized for fast handling of 

several cows. It should be 3' wide and long enough to hold 40 

to 60 cows, allowing no more than 6' per cow. 

The treatment area should have access to the loading chute 

"Babson Bros. Dairy Research Division," pp. 28-30 
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and the corrals. It should be dry, draft free and well ventilated, 

All floors should have a non-slip finish. 

Maternity Facilities 

When the cows are close to freshening, they are moved to 

the maternity area. Here they can be observed and cared for indi-

vidually during the calving process. 

Matemity pens should be clean, dry, well bedded and disin-

fected between each use. One pen should be provided for every 20 

cows in the herd. 

Stalls should be 10' x 10'. Water and feed facilities 

(manual) should be provided for each stall. 

The cow is allowed to lick the calf and feed him for 4 days. 

After the afterbirth has been expelled and observation reveals 

the cow and calf both in satisfactory condition, the cow is moved 

back to the free stall housing and the calf is moved to the calf 

barn facilities. 

Feed Storage 

An area must be provided for the feed and feeding equipment 

jSiaaiÊs^amsÊ^i,.::^ ^^^~~mé^ 
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used in the hospital. It should be conveniently located since 

all feeding is done manually. 

Utensil Room 

An area is also necessary for storage of treatment equip-

ment. It should be located conveniently to the treatment stalls 

and holding lane. 

•• - " ' -- - . ^ • . . . . . . . _ > ^ i r - • ^ : ^_j»^.lbil 
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Feeding Area and Facilities 

The basic objectives of the feeding system are: 

1. to reduce the hours of labor, especially manual labor, 

required for feeding; 

2. to provide the milking cows and calves with the proper 

amounts of feeds at the right time and place. 

The herd of 560 Holstein cows fed in the barn throughout the yecir 

with an average daily consumption of 10 Ibs. of hay, 80 Ibs. of 

silage, and 14 pounds of concentrates per cow will require annually 

25 approximately 9,500 tons of feed which must be stored and fed. 

The feeds are divided into 2 categories: 

1. Roughages 

2. Concentrates 

The roughages are bulky, fibrous, and relatively low in 

energy. [Hay, silage, forages] 

The concentrates are a more concentrated source of energy 

or protein and contain less fiber. [corn, barley, supplements] 

^^lbid., pp. 228-230, 461-462. 
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Cows have different feeding requirements due to varying body 

weights and levels of milk production. Lactating cows require 

more nutrients than dry cows and growing first calf heifers require 

even more. Calves and dry cows require the least. As was men-

tioned before the herd is grouped according to these nutrient 

requirements. 

For feed requirements and storage capacities, all calves 

will be figures to consume one-half the amount required by a 

mature cow. 

Feed Storage 

Requirements per cow 

hay — 10 Ibs. per day 

silage — 80 Ibs. per day 

concentrates — 14 Ibs. per day 

Total — 104 

500 head x 104 Ibs. = 52,000 Ibs./day 

Hay storage 

500 cows X 10 Ibs. per day = 5,000 Ibs. per day or 

..v...-̂ <».»..--.w.-~...̂  •ai"--: -,-• • - •_.«««»->- - . ^ u m i i m 
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182.5 tons per year 

Yearly storage of hay = 52,012.5 cu. ft. 

Hay should be stacked a maximum of 20', therefore the 

storage area should be approximately 30' x 80' x 20' high. (May 

vary slightly) 

Silage Storage 

500 cows X 80 Ibs. silage per day per cow = 40,000 Ibs. 

per day 

40,000 X 365 days = 7300 tons p/year 

Silage is stored for a 60 day period. 

60 days x 40,000 Ibs. per day = 1200 ton storage capacity 

Silage should be stored in vertical silos. Com silage is 

the preferred feed and should be used at the rate of 4" per day. 

26 

The silos necessary for storage are: 

No. of silos - 2 

Capacity - 600 tons each 

height - 60' 

"Dairy Equipment Plans and Housing Needs," p. 64. 
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diameter - 20' 

Concentrate Storage 

14 Ibs. concentrates per cow per day 

500 cows X 14 = 7000 Ibs. per day 

For a 60 day feeding period: 

7000 Ibs. X 60 days = 212.5 tons 

Grains and pelleted feeds require: 

47 cu. ft. per ton 

47 X 212.5 tons = 9,987.5 cu. ft. 

27 Concentrate storage bins: 

No. of bins - 4 

Diameter - 15' 

Height - 15' 

Four storage bins allows the owner an opportunity to select 

several different ration supplements to be mixed as needed. 

^^lbid., p. 64. 
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Feed Processing 

An area should be provided to house and protect the auto-

matic equipment necessary for blending and processing the feed 

rations. 

The activities that exist in relation to feed processing 

are as follows: 

1. Conveying grain and ingredients into storage 

2. Removing grain from storage to mixing area 

3. Processing (proportioning, grinding, and mixing) 

4. Conveying finished feed ration to the livestock 

Silo unloaders and augers deliver the ingredients to and 

from the storage facilities. After the rations are mixed, they 

are delivered to the group feed bunks by automatic conveyors. 

Feed Bunks 

The feed bunks are located in the free stall housing area. 

They should allow: 

2.0 linear ft. per cow 

54" to 60" - width (for 2-sided bunk) 

8" to 12" - depth 

y.-.:r«^.r:^^jn«aiFiff.r«-.t»^,T^r»: mJd'mm. < - •. . H^Uã 
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18" to 28" - throat height (including step) 

12" to 16" X 6" high - step 

66" to 120" - ceiling 

A hay rack can also be provided, if it is not fed as an 

ingredient in the complete ration system. If provided it should 

allow 2.0 linear feet per cow. 

Waterers 

Water tanks should be located near the feeding area. A 

tank 3 ft. wide x 2 ft. deep x 10 ft. long will supply adequate 

water for 50 to 80 cows. 

_ w ^ 
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Manure Handling 

Recent activity in water pollution legislation has greatly 

increased the responsibility of dairymen in the disposal of manure 

wastes. In addition to avoiding water pollution, a good manure 

handling system is important for odor and fly control, cow clean-

liness, improving milk quality and to realize the best return in 

soil fertility. 

The main fertilizer elements in dairy cattle manure are 

nitrogen, potassium and phosphorous. The approximate fertilizer 

value from a ton of manure is $1.70. 

Daily Manure Production 

Cu. Ft. Gal. % Water 

Dairy Cow 2.0 15 85 
(avg. of 1400 Ib.) 

This amounts to approximately 20 tons per cow per year, and 

10,000 tons per year for the total 560 cow herd. 

The method of disposing of the manure can be handled in 

several different ways, but the most appropriate is a liquid 

manure system. The manure deposited in free stall alleys and 
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holding lots has a high moisture content and contains only mini-

mal amounts of bedding. The sloppy manure is difficult to handle 

in conventional methods, so a water flush system is used. Large 

storage tanks of water are released at specific intervals of 

time to flush the alleys clean. 

Outline for Manure System 

1. The system starts in the milking barn where a 500 gallon 

tank of water is released every 30 minutes when the milker pulls 

a lever. It flushes the floors in the parlor area and combines 

with the water used for washing in the prep stalls. 

2. All water flows into the sloped holding corral where it 

is collected behind a metal plastic gate. It is held there until 

the area, which holds 5,500 gallons of water, is full. 

3. Daily water amounts 

(a) Parlor wash down at 500 gal. every 30 min. = 9,000 gal 

(b) Automatic prep stalls - 1800 gallons 

(c) Bulk tank and pipeline washing - 260 gallons 

(d) Total gallons of water from parlor area per day -

11,060 gallons 
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This amount of water is sufficient to allow the holding area to be 

flushed twice daily. 

4. When the holding corral is full of water, it is released 

by opening the dam-like gate. Guided by a system of similar gates 

the water is directed into the concrete lanes which service the 

free stall housing unit. 

5. As the water flows along the lanes, it picks up the 

manure, and washes the concrete clean. 

6. The manure-laden water flows to a low drainage point 

where there is a sand trap to clean out the sand and a screen to 

catch large debris. 

7. The water flows through a 12 inch pipe to a pumping sta-

tion. The water first flows" into a siimp where it is pumped out 

by two municipal sewage-type pumps to the vibrator separator. 

8. In the vibrating manure separator the solids are separated 

from the manure and are stockpiled for later use. 

9. The water coming from the separator carries out ferti-

lizer ingredients which are immediately pumped onto the crop land. 

10. The solid waste portion of the manure is composted for a 

L3 
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period of time until it becomes a dry, odorless compound to be 

used for bedding. 

Criteria for Waste Disposal 
System 

1. Manure produced per day 

1 cow 

560 cows 

cu. ft 

2.0 

10,000 

gal. 

15 

7500 

% water 

85 

85 

2. Total gallons of water used for flush down: 

11,000 gallons 

3. Total gallons of water and manure: 

18,560 gallons per day 

4. Size of liquid manure tanks or sump cistems: 

No. of cisterns - 2 

Capacity: 18,500 gal. approx. 

9,250 gal. each 

The separator system is automatic, turning on and off 

as the waste level in the cistern rises and falls. 

5. Total water to be irrigated daily: 
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17,375 gallons 

6. Total solids produced daily: 

1,500 cu. ft. 

Each cow requires approximately 8 to 10 Ibs. of bedding 

daily. Wt. of bedding per cu. ft. = 8 to 12 Ibs. Each 

cow requires 1 cu. ft. per day. 

560 cows X 1 cu. ft. per cow = 560 cu. ft. daily 

This leaves approximately 940 cu. ft. of bedding daily 

to be spread on the land or sold commercially. 
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Manure Processing 

The disposal of manure is partially accomplished when used 

as a bedding raaterial. Only one fourth of the total araount of 

raanure produced is used for bedding, the rest raust be disposed 

of in another manner. 

After the liquid manure is washed from the barns it is held 

in a surap cistern. Prom here it is pumped to a separator. The 

liquid portion is used for irrigation. The solids are composted 

for the bedding, 

The composting process takes approxiraately two months. 

The manure first undergoes a natural heating process in which it 

reaches a teraperature of about 180°F. This kills all weed and 

grass seeds, It is then moved to an area with large flat sur-

faces. During this tirae it is stirred, turned, mixed, dried, 

and pulverized, 

When it is ready for use, the manure is raoved into a covered 

area for protection from raoisture, Prom here the bedding bed-

ding requireraents are filled. The reraaining manure is dumped 

into a hopper and carried by conveyor belts over a screen to 

_^*igiaim 
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eliminate luraps, chunks, and foreign raaterial. It then enters 

the hopper of the autoraatic wéigher-bagger equipment. The 

final product is sealed in 5, 25, and 50 pound bags to be sold 

as a wholesale product. 

I LJk. 
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The following letter was sent to: 

Joim E. Hutchison 
Director, Agriculture Extension Service 
Texas A. and M. University 

National Dairy Council 

Glay Equipment Corporation 

Babson Brothers Gorporation 

Universal Milking Machine Gorporation 

American Milk Producers Institute 

M.J. Framburger 

Exec. Vice President, American Dairy Association 

De Laval Equipment Gorporation 

Jamesway Equipment Gorporation 

u. 
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Bradley Braune 
2615 26th Street 
Lubbock, Tx. 79410 
October 15, 1973 

Dear Sirs: 

I am currently working on my terminal thesis in architecture 
at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. I have taken as my field 
of study a Dry-Lot dairy operation, to be fully enclosed. 

The facility, to be located in north central Texas, will 
employ the newest and most appropriate systems for this area, 
Any information on dry-lot dairies,'enclosed facilities, manure 
disposal, and milking systems would be greatly appreciated* 
Since this is ray first architectural study of a dairy facility, 
I would also be greatful for any general inforraation on railk 
production and processing. 

to 
If there is a charge for any of 

remit the payment promptly. 
the material, I will be glad 

Very truly yours. 

Bradley Br& lne 

i 
J- ri5ãi 
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2615 26th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79410 
October 15, 1973 

Dairy and Pood Equipment Division 
Sta-Rite Industries, Inc. 
Delavan, Wisconsin 53115 

Dear Sirs: 

Progressive Parraer magazine for May of 1973 carried an 
article on Sta-Rite's circular milking parlors. I ara an arch-
itecture student at Texas Tech University in Lubbock, Texas 
currently working on ray terrainal thesis problem. 

As my topic, I am making a study for a large scale dairy 
operation in central Texas. The circular parlor may possibly 
be the solution for this facility. 

I would greatly appreciate any details and descriptive 
literature available on this system. 

Very truly yours. 

Bradley Braune 

^ L*. 
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Bradley Braune 
2615 26th Street 
Lubbock, ex. 79410 
October 16, 1973 

Texas Air Gontrol Board 
1100 West 49th Street 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Sirs: 

I am currently working on ray terrainal thesis in architecture 
at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. I have taken as ray field 
of study a dry-lot Dairy operation, to be fully enclosed. 

The facility, to be located in north central Texas, will 
employ the newest and raost appropriate systeras for this area. 
Any information available concerning dairy operations and their 
restrictions would be a great help. I am especially interested 
in regulations governing odors and waste disposal for this rural 
facility. I would also be grateful for any further information 
on regulations that I raay not be aware of, 

Very truly yours. 

Bradley Braune 

I « _ * . 
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Bradley Braune 
2615 26th Street 
Lubbock, Texas 79410 
October 16, 1973 

Texas Water Quality Board 
314 West llth Street 
Austin, Texas 78711 

Dear Sirs: 

I am currently working on my terminal thesis in architecture 
at Texas Tech University in Lubbock. I have taken as my field 
of study a dry-lot dairy operation, to be fully enclosed, 

The facility, to be located in north central Texas, will 
employ the newest and most appropriate systems for this area, 
Any inforraation available concerning dairy operations and their 
restrictions would be a great help, I am especially interested 
in regulations governing the quality of water used in the milking 
process and for consumption by the animals in this rural facil-
ity. I would also be grateful for an^ further information on 
regulations that I may not be aware of. 

Very truly yours, 

Bradley Braune 

it. 
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